
                                                                                                                                                          

MICROMEGA MyDac :   “CHOC D’OR” CLASSICA OCTOBER 2012                       

MICROMEGA MyDac:  CHOC D’OR CLASSICA 2012. “Designed and manufactured in France”, says Micromega who proposes a new 

range of very compacts devices named MY. First born, this D/A Converter will be followed by four other items, incl. an integrated and a 

headphones amplifier. MyDac can receive digital signals through a coaxial input, optical, or USB, and can process data encoded in High 

Definition up to 24bits/192kHz. The conversion is ensured by a Cirrus Logic CS4351 circuit. Hooking it to a PC requires downloading 

proprietary software from Micromega, unnecessary for a Mac. The use of MyDac is as simple as it can be. It is enough to plug the digital 

sources – computer, TV or satellite – then to select from the unique rotative knob on the front panel. 

A bright future is promised to this range: Simple products, well manufactured, not bulky and, major asset, that are musical. The Mydac 

actually reveals a real talent to render the tiniest subtleties of a performance, those micro changes of the finger’s weight on the keyboard or 

on the bow, that give birth to tiniest but meaningful nuances.  A string quartet, harpsichord or piano do sound here with full rightness.  

Properly located in the Hall or the Studio (stereo soundstage very accurate), they leave generous bloom sprays of harmonics that display 

heady scents (tasty midrange, treble never harsh), without hiding the shapes. MyDac doesn’t fear large orchestras; it has the necessary guts 

for standing a blast of percussions, and the breath for giving life to the pedals of an organ. Vive la France! 

Timbre:    ****  >  FOR:          Price, size, and accuracy of the musical breath         

Transparency:  ****                      >  AGAINST:  For the price, really nothing   

Space restitution:  **** 

Finish:                 **** 

Value for money:    ****                                       © Classica oct. 2012 


